Introduction
In this article we establish that a functor U : 8 -»• C with a left adjoint is crudely monadic if it satisfies conditions analogous to those described by Linton [6] and there called the first isomorphism theorem.
For certain types of algebraic category this monadicity theorem is an important alternative to the standard monadicity criteria of Beck [ 7 ] .
In Section 2 we give a characterisation theorem based on the first isomorphism theorem for certain types of algebraic category generated by linear monads.
Throughout the article we suppose, unless otherwise stated, that V = (f, ® , I, ...) is a complete and cocomplete symmetric monoidal closed category and that all categorical algebra is relative to this f . For terminology and notation we refer to Ei lenberg and Ke I ly [5] and Mac Lane VI. Thus RtA & UFNA a n d
Thus the monad T = UF is s t r i c t l y iV-hyperlinear in the sense of Day [ 3 ] .
Such an algebraic category C will be called strongly AP-algebraic. This result should be compared with Lawvere's characterisation theorem (Linton [6] , Corollary to Proposition 6) for the case C = Bru, .
